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Dear editors of Neuroimage,

Please, find attached our manuscript entitled “Human EEG reveals distinct neural correlates of hand grasping types”. We
believe that this manuscript offers new insights on the neural activity related to hand grasping. Recent advances on the
neuroscience of grasping have shown how this task activates a large network over parietal, pre-motor and motor areas using
fMRI, ECoG, LFPs and neural spiking activity (see Castiello and Begliomini 2008 for a review). However, it still remains an
active area of research and publication e.g. (Schaffelhofer et al. 2016). In particular, it has been pointed out the necessity of
more finely grained analyses on the spatio-temporal evolution of reaching-and-grasping neural correlates over the abovementioned network (Castiello and Begliomini 2008).
In this work we propose for the first time to the best of our knowledge, a single-trial EEG analysis on how neural correlates
of precision and power grasps differentially evolve as they unfold over time under a self-paced reach-and-grasp task -rather
than following an event-related potential design. Thanks to the better temporal resolution of EEG compared to fMRI and a
larger scalp coverage compared to invasive recordings, results revealed a complex differentiable pattern in terms of brain
areas activated between both types of grasps. These differences were sufficiently discriminable to allow single-trial decoding
with 70% accuracy, similarly to previous findings using electrocorticography (ECoG) (Pistohl et al. 2012), opening promising
avenues for non-invasive upper-limb neuroprostheses. Furthermore, the use of single-trial classification further validated the
existence of differential neural correlates of grasping types.
Our study also reveals the interaction between brain networks activated during precision compared to power grips. Causal
connectivity between pre-motor, motor and parietal cortices revealed a richer inter-hemispheric network throughout the
precision-grasping pre-shaping and execution compared to power grasps. In particular, we found differences between grasps
in fronto-parietal networks of alpha and beta-band cortical oscillatory power with a strong involvement of the ipsilateral
hemisphere, suggesting the existence of fronto-parietal recurrent feedback loops (Davare et al. 2007).
In sum, we believe the current work advances the neuroimaging of hand grasping, gives support on the feasibility of using
scalp EEG as an important tool to analyze the neural correlates of complex motor tasks, and could offer new avenues for
upper-limb neuroprostheses.

Looking forward to hearing from you,
Iñaki Iturrate, PhD
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Abstract
Hand grasping is a sophisticated motor task that has received much attention by the neuroscientific community, which demonstrated how grasping
activates a network involving parietal, pre-motor and motor cortices using
fMRI, ECoG, LFPs and spiking activity. Yet, there is a need for a more
precise spatio-temporal analysis as it is still unclear how these brain activations over large cortical areas evolve at the sub-second level. In this study,
we recorded ten human participants (1 female) performing visually-guided,
self-paced reaching and grasping with precision or power grips. Following
the results, we demonstrate the existence of neural correlates of grasping
from broadband EEG in self-paced conditions, and show how neural correlates of precision and power grasps differentially evolve as grasps unfold.
100 ms before the grasp is secured, bilateral parietal regions showed increasingly differential patterns. Afterwards, sustained differences between both
grasps occurred over the bilateral motor and parietal regions, and medial
pre-frontal cortex. Furthermore, these differences were sufficiently discriminable to allow single-trial decoding with 70% accuracy. Causal connectivity
revealed differences at the network level between grasps in fronto-parietal
networks, in terms of alpha and beta-band cortical oscillatory power with a
strong involvement of ipsilateral hemisphere. Our results supported the existence of fronto-parietal recurrent feedback loops, with stronger interactions
for precision grips due to the finer motor control required for this grasping
type.
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1. Introduction
Hand grasping is essential for activities of daily life. Nonetheless, such
a seemingly easy task for humans involves extended brain networks which,
although widely studied [1], are still not fully understood. Electrophysiological studies have been performed with invasive recordings, using single-unit
activity in non-human primates [2] and in humans [3], as well as with local
field potentials (LFPs) [4] and electrocorticography (ECoG) in humans [5, 6].
Studies have also shed light on the brain regions involved in grasping using
functional resonance imaging (fMRI) [7, 8, 9]. It is now widely believed that
grasping activates a complex network involving parietal regions (anterior intraparietal sulcus), premotor regions (ventral premotor cortex), and primary
motor cortex [10]. Among the many studies on grasping, the differences between the two most common grasping types (power and precision grips) has
received much attention [11, 12, 13].
Despite these findings, recent works have pointed out the necessity of
more finely grained analyses on the spatio-temporal evolution of reachingand-grasping neural correlates [14, 15]. Non-invasive electroencephalography
(EEG) offers an additional alternative to study grasping, as it provides accurate temporal resolution of neural activity over large brain regions. Several
works have used EEG to study the event-related potentials associated to
grasping during cued scenarios [16]. Yet, there is still a lack of EEG-based
studies of grasping under ecological self-paced conditions.
Besides basic neuroscience, there is increasing interest in predicting grasping at single-trial level for brain-machine interfacing (BMI) for its use on
upper-limb neuroprostheses. Several works have presented successful decoding of grasping types using spiking rates [3], ECoG [17] and fMRI [18], but
EEG studies have been very limited. Recently Agashe et al. have addressed
EEG prediction of grasping types by the decoding of joint angles and movement synergies [19, 20], an approach similarly followed by Schwarz et al [21].
Still, these works based their analysis on the use of very low frequencies
(< 3 Hz). Thus, there is still a lack of basic studies investigating the existence of broadband EEG correlates of complex task-oriented movements such
as grasping, both in terms of brain areas and networks involved.
In this study, ten human participants (one female) performed self-paced
visually-guided reaching and grasping with precision or power grips (Figure
2

1). We detail differences at the sub-second level of activated brain regions
and networks over the whole scalp between the two grasping types over a
broadband spectrum EEG. Results revealed a complex differentiable pattern
time-locked to the grasp onset: During the early pre-shaping phase, EEG
analysis revealed that precision and power grasps differed in the activation
over contra-lateral motor and parietal cortices, a pattern consistent with
previous studies using fMRI [11, 18]. As the grasping unfolded, a sustained
difference (mostly in upper alpha frequency band) between both grasping
types was present over contralateral pre-frontal and ipsilateral motor and
parietal regions. We report network-level differences between precision and
power grasps. Modulations in causal connectivity in both alpha and betaband were observed bilaterally over fronto-parietal networks; supporting the
existence of fronto-parietal recurrent feedback loops [12, 15, 22]. Observed
modulations were in accordance to current opinions proposing that alpha
and beta oscillations are enhanced in tasks requiring more top-down control
[23]: Precision grips required finer motor control than power grips eliciting
stronger modulations in both frequency bands.
Notably, using a multi-dimensional decoding algorithm, we were able to
exploit these temporal differences to decode grasp types in single trials with
an accuracy of 70%, opening new avenues for non-invasively controlled neuroprostheses for assistive and neurorehabilitation scenarios.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Experimental setup
We designed an experimental protocol to induce self-paced reach-to-grasp
movements (similar to [6, 17]), executed without any external cue in order
to better simulate hand motor tasks during activities of daily living (ADL).
During the experiment, participants were comfortably seated on a chair
facing an object that they had to grasp. Ten right-handed subjects (1 female,
mean age 27 ± 4 years) participated in the recordings after giving their written permission via a signed consent form. For each subject, recordings were
performed in a single session that lasted approximately two hours including
EEG setup and removal.
Each trial began with subjects resting their dominant (right) hand on a
button on the table. At their own pace, but after an inter-trial interval of at
least two seconds, they reached and then grasped an object placed in front
of them (see Figure 1). The object could be grasped in two different ways:
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Figure 1: Experimental protocol. (a) Schematic illustration of the setup. For each
trial, subjects started with their dominant hand on the rest trigger, where they had to
stay at least for 2 seconds. Then, they reached and grasped the object (using a power
grasp or precision pinch, in two different positions signaled by two triggers), lifted the
object and returned with their hand to the rest trigger. (b) Timeline of a single trial.
0 ms marks the moment considered as grasping onset. In this work, we evaluated the
grasping pre-shaping phase, see shadowed area.

power and precision grip. The type of grasping was freely chosen by the subject at each trial. The reaching-and-grasping phase lasted 1015 ± 222 ms on
average for all subjects. After grasping the object, subjects were instructed
to lift it, place it back to its original position and move their hand back to the
rest position (on top of the button). The lifting phase lasted 2040 ± 596 ms
on average for all subjects. Every 100 trials, the object was repositioned to
a different place in order to avoid any laterality confounds. Four different
placements were chosen: the initial position, and 10 centimeters to the left,
right and straight further away from the initial position. The distance from
the resting position to the object ranged from approximately 40 to 60 cm
4

depending on the object placement. Subjects were asked to restrain eye
movements or blinks during reaching and grasping, and to fixate their gaze
to a cross located behind the object on the wall, at one meter of distance.
400 trials per subject were recorded, and those where the inter-trial phase
lasted less than two seconds were removed from the analysis. This led to an
average per subject of 185 ± 12 and 193 ± 10 trials for precision and power
grips respectively.
2.2. Data collection and pre-processing
EEG, EMG and EOG were recorded at 2048 Hz using a Biosemi system
(Amsterdam, the Netherlands) with 64 active electrodes, equally distributed
over the scalp following the 10/10 international system. EEG data were
recorded from DC to 1024 Hz, and then offline bandpass filtered between 1
and 40 Hz (zero-phase Butterworth 4th order), downsampled to 256 Hz, and
re-referenced to a common average (CAR). Three monopolar electrooculography (EOG) electrodes were placed above the nasion, and on the outer canthi
of the left and right eyes. Horizontal EOG was defined as the difference between the signals from the two outer canthi electrodes, and vertical EOG as
the mean of the signals from the two outer canthi electrodes minus the signal
from the nasion electrode. Horizontal and vertical EOG were then used to
remove possible associated artifacts on the EEG using a regression algorithm
[24]. Electromyographic (EMG) activity was recorded from a bipolar channel
placed over the first dorsal interosseus (1DI) muscle of the grasping hand.
EMG signal was then bandpass filtered between 30 and 100 Hz (zero-phase
Butterworth 4th order), rectified and then smoothed with a low pass filter at
5 Hz.
Both the rest position and the object used during the experiment were
sensorized via three buttons (one for resting and one per type of grasping, see
Figure 1a). The state of the buttons was recorded in parallel and at the same
frequency to the electrophysiological activity in order to extract the onsets
of the events of interest. This allowed recording data with a precise time
synchronization between EEG-EMG signals and reaching/grasping onsets.
Recorded data was then epoched to the onset of the grasp defined as the
time when the subjects pressed the trigger to grasp. Epoched data was
analyzed surrounding the grasping onset (t=0 ms).
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2.3. Electrooculography analysis
We evaluated the effect of possible EOG artifactual components on the
EEG. Supplementary Figure S1 shows the Pearson correlation coefficients before and after EOG removal by regression. As can be seen, EOG especially
vertical EOG mostly affected frontal areas, whereas central and parietal areas were much less affected by from such artifacts. Notwithstanding, both
horizontal and vertical EOG did not affect the EEG after EOG removal by
regression [24], with no significant correlation found for any of the EEG electrodes (p > 0.5).
2.4. Data analysis
In order to evaluate the existence of neural correlates of grasping, we
performed an exploratory analysis in both temporal and spectral domains.
Regarding the temporal domain, we were interested in differences at the
EEG level before the grasping was secured. As such, we epoched the data
using data prior to the grasping onset within a time window of [-500, 0] ms.
For the sake of representation, temporal and spectral initial analysis also
included the information after the grasping onset within a time window of
[-500, 500] ms. We assesed then the existence of discriminant information
(power vs precision grips) in the broadband EEG: delta (1-4 Hz), theta (58 Hz), lower alpha (8-10 Hz), upper alpha (10-12 Hz), lower beta (13-18 Hz)
upper beta (18-30 Hz) and low gamma (30-40 Hz) frequency bands.
2.4.1. Temporal analysis
Following previous findings on grasping correlates using ECoG and LFP
signals [4, 17], we analyzed the time evolution of the grasping correlates.
Grand-averaged signals (across trials and subjects) were computed for all
EEG channels for both grasping conditions (precision and power), for the
time window [-500, 500] ms. Bonferroni corrected paired t-tests were applied
at the population level to evaluate the statistical significance on the averaged
signals. Temporal discriminability between precision and power grips and
across all channels was evaluated using the squared point biserial correlation
between labels (i.e. type of grapsing) and the temporal features (r2 index).
2.4.2. Spectral analysis
Event-related spectral perturbations (ERSP) were computed to identify
pairs of frequency-time components that carried discriminant information
in the signal within the time window [-500, 500] ms for every frequency of
6

interest [25] . Then, the power spectral density of the epoched signal was
computed via a sliding Hanning window of 1 second with an overlap of 99%
and averaged across conditions and subjects. Statistical tests were executed
at the population level to discern the differences between the two grasping
conditions. A non-parametric paired permutation test (5000 permutations)
was computed by randomly shuffling the labels at each iteration and estimating the empirical probability distribution of t-values via paired t-tests.
In order to correct for multiple comparisons, we computed the distribution
of maximum and minimum t-values at each permutation, and used a 95%
confidence interval to obtain the p-values. Note that this method corrects
for multiple comparison type I errors [26].
To assess the localization of the differences in spectral power between the
two grasp types, we used sLoreta to estimate intracortical sources [27]. First,
epochs extracted within the window [-500, 0] ms were used to compute their
cross spectrum for the frequency bands of interest. sLoreta inverse solution
was calculated from the cross spectrum results, leading to one estimation per
frequency and subject. In order to reduce the inter-subject variability, voxel
activations of each subject were normalized with respect to the maximum
voxel value. Non-parametric statistical tests were run at the population level
to locate significant voxel differences between the two grasping types. As
for the ERSP analysis, a randomization test (5000 iterations) was run to
estimate the empirical probability distribution over all voxels.
2.4.3. Single-trial classification
We evaluated the decoding capabilities of precision vs power grips using
single-trial classification. For each epoch, the filtered values from 15 centroparietal channels (C3, C1, Cz, C2, C4, CP3, CP1, CPz, CP2, CP4, P3, P1,
Pz, P2, P4) within a time window of [-500, 0] ms were extracted. The resulting features vectors were then normalized within the range [0, 1], and
then the dimensionality was reduced by retaining 95% of the variance explained by their principal components (PCA). This process led to an average
of 46 ± 7 features. For more details on the feature extraction method, please
refer to [28]. A shrinkage linear discriminant (shrinkage LDA) [29] was used
as classification method. We used 10-fold cross-validation to evaluate the
performance of our decoder on unseen data. All hyperparamters, including
normalization and PCA coefficients, were extracted from the training set of
each fold.
In order to test for significance on the classification, chance level was
7

estimated as the 95% confidence interval of the inverse of the binomial distribution based on the number of trials available (200) and uniform priors
(0.5), leading to a value of 55.72%.
2.4.4. Effective connectivity analysis
Effective (causual) brain connectivity was estimated for each single trial
within the time window [−500, 0] ms using the directed transfer function
(DTF) [30], based on a multivariate autoregressive (MVAR) model [31]. The
objective of this analysis was to study the differences in connectivity for
precision vs power grips for each frequency band. The coefficient matrices of the MVAR model were estimated by Yule-Walker equations and were
transferred to frequency domain by faster Fourier transform. The DTF was
computed with a sliding window of 500 ms (95% overlapping) for 3 equidistant regions of interest, for both hemispheres (ROIs: ipsi and contralateral
premotor, motor, and parietal cortices) obtained by beamforming source localization under EEG channels F3, F4, C3, C4, P3 and P4, respectively. The
beamforming technique constructs spatial filters that extract activity in brain
sources originating in pre-defined ROIs, maximizing the ratio of variances of
sources inside and outside the ROI, assuming that the variance changes can
provide information on the subject’s intention [32]. A template of lead field
matrix with 3013 sources was adopted to construct the source activity for all
subjects. The beamformer was estimated for each subject independently. To
avoid spurious effects, we averaged the spatial covariance matrices of all the
trials from both power and precision grasp conditions [33].
Group-level analyses were performed for the frequency bands of interest
in five different averaged time bins (from -500 to 0 ms with steps of 100 ms,
where 0 ms indicates the onset of grasping). As in the inverse and spectral
analyses, a non-parametric paired permutations test (5000 permutations) was
computed to find statistically significant connections and correct for multiple
comparisons.
3. Results
3.1. Spatio-temporal analysis
We first evaluated the temporal evolution of the EEG signals (Butterworth, 4th order bandpass filtered [1 − 40] Hz) obtained during power and
precision grips, similarly to [4, 17]. We evaluated the differences in the EEG
activity between precision versus power grasps by a discriminability index
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Figure 2: Temporal and spectral analysis. (a) Whole scalp temporal evolution of
differences between precision vs power grips computed as a discriminability score (r2 ),
where time 0 ms indicates the onset of grasping. (b) Grand average of two representative EEG channels (CP3 and CP4, shown in left and right plots respectively). Significant
differences (Bonferroni corrected, p < 0.05) are marked below the average. (c) Grand average of the EMG recorded over the 1DI. Similarly to panel (a), the discriminability index
is shown below the EMG average. Significant differences are marked above the average.
(d) Event-related spectral perturbations for two representative channels (CP3 and CP4),
where horizontal and vertical axes represent the time and frequency, respectively. Blue
and yellow colors represent weaker and stronger power for precision grips when compared
to power grips, respectively. Dashed and solid lines represent p-values below 0.1 and 0.05,
computed from a non-parametric permutation test.
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between both conditions (r2 ), see Figure 2a. From these results, three main
regions of activation can be discerned prior to the grasping onset: contra and
ipsilateral centro-parietal areas and a midline pre-frontal area. During the
early pre-shaping phase (at roughly 400 ms before the grasping is secured),
and as the pre-shaping of the hand unfolds prior to the grasp bilateral parietal regions showed increasingly differential patterns. As the grasping time
approaches (from 100 to 50 ms before the onset), a sustained difference between both grasps occurred over the bilateral motor and parietal regions, and
medial pre-frontal cortex. Once the grasping is secured, the most important
differential activity was observed over contra-lateral centro-parietal regions.
These patterns were larger while subjects were grasping and started to lift
the object, and dropped before the object was placed back.
Figure 2b shows the grand averaged signals centered around the grasping
onset for contra- and ipsi-lateral centro parietal channels (CP3 and CP4).
Interestingly, the temporal evolution also differed between power and precision grasps, both in phase and amplitudes. These differences were significant
(Bonferroni-corrected paired t-tests, p < 0.05) for temporal periods close
to the grasping onset over contra-lateral centro-parietal regions (e.g. CP3).
While these differences were found prior to the grasping onset, they did not
trace back to the movement initiation. Indeed, no significant differences were
found prior to the movement onset (see Supplementary Figure S2).
EMG recorded over the first dorsal interosseus (1DI) muscle is shown
in Figure 2c, together with its associated r2 values. The associated EMG
power steadily increased for power grasps around 200 ms before the grasping
onset, with a peak at 200 ms due to spurious activity of one subject. Similarly, precision grips power also increased prior to the onset, yet it continued
increasing while the object was lifted contrarily to power grips. While during most of the time these differences were significant (corrected p < 0.05),
the most discriminant time interval in terms of r2 was found 200 ms after
the grasping onset onwards. Noticeably, the r2 of EMG after the onset was
within the same range to that of the EEG starting from 100 ms before the
grasping (see Figure 2a).
3.2. Spectral analysis
Following the results obtained from the spatio-temporal analysis, we evaluated the event-related spectral perturbations for precision vs power grips.
We limited the analysis to a subset of electrodes covering contra-lateral and
ipsi-lateral pre-motor, motor, and parietal regions. Significant differences
10

Upper alpha
Figure 3: Inverse solution results. Significant differences (corrected p < 0.05) were
found between precision and power grips in the upper alpha ([10-12] Hz) frequency band.
Red activations denote an increase in power for precision grips compared to power grips.

(non-parametric paired permutation test corrected for multiple comparisons,
p < 0.05) on spectral power were found on the upper alpha and lower beta
frequency bands over ipsilateral centro-parietal channels, but not contralaterally (see Figure 2d), with the precision grasps generating a higher spectral
power than the power grasps. These differences were present as early as
300 ms prior to the grasping onset. To a lower extent, significant differences were found for medial frontal electrodes over beta frequency bands
from 500 ms prior to the grasping onset, with power grips having stronger
activation than precision grips (results not shown). No spectral power differences were found for low frequencies, as opposed to the temporal analysis
where signals showed high discriminability.
These results were confirmed by the sLoreta inverse solution, where we
studied the significant differences between precision and power grasps at the
intracortical level for each frequency band (see Figure 3). No significant voxel
activations were found for delta, theta, upper beta nor gamma frequency
bands (non-parametric paired permutation test corrected for multiple comparisons, p > 0.1). Statistical tests revealed a significant voxel activation in
ipsilateral parietal cortex (p = 0.048, corrected p-value) in upper alpha frequency band (coordinates [X = 40, Y = −70, Z = 40], Brodmann area 39),
with a higher activation on the precision with respect to the power grasps.
3.3. Single-trial classification
We evaluated the discriminability of power vs precision grips using a linear
classifier from the temporal patterns described in the previous subsection. A
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Figure 4: Single-trial classification results. Classification results of detecting precision
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grid search analysis revealed that most of the differences between the two
grasping types came from two different groups of band-pass filtered signals:
1−6 Hz, and 8−15 Hz (see Supplementary Figure S3). For the sake of space,
we report here the results obtained with the 1 − 6 Hz, as they presented the
highest performances.
Features were extracted from the filtered EEG from contra and ipsilateral motor and parietal regions from a time window of 500 ms prior to the
grasping onset (see methods for details). Figure 4a,left shows the ten-fold
cross-validation accuracies obtained for each subject and grasping type. The
decoding performance was of 69.82 ± 2.52% and 69.34 ± 2.27% (mean ±
SEM) for precision and power grasps, respectively. Importantly, performance
of all subjects was above chance level. In order to assess the spatial contribution of this discriminability, we performed the same classification approach
for each EEG channel separately (see Figure 4a,right). Similarly to the results obtained with the temporal analysis, highest accuracies were obtained
for contralateral centro-parietal electrodes. Contralateral frontal electrodes
and ipsilateral centro-parietal channels also carried discriminable information. The average accuracy of an EMG-based classifier in an equivalent window was not significantly different although slightly better: 84.60±5.41% and
70.44 ± 4.06% (Bonferroni corrected paired t-tests between EMG and EEG
accuracies, p = 0.09 and p = 1 for precision and power grips, respectively).
While the type of grasping was distinguisable during the hand pre-shaping,
it was not so before the movement onset (mean accuracy 52.90 ± 2.24%, see
also Supplementary Figure S2).
We further evaluated the discriminability of EEG signals between both
grips adding information after the grasping onset (one second window around
the grasping onset) (Figure 4b). Regarding EEG, the performance increased
significantly (76.60 ± 2.04% and 79.66 ± 2.44% for precision and power grips,
p < 0.05). The spatial classification pattern (Figure 4b, right) showed similar
bilateral motor and parietal activations, and frontal activations to a lesser
extent. Expectedly, EMG classification improved as well, reaching 85.10 ±
4.57% and 90.30 ± 2.25% for precision and power grips (significantly better
than EEG for power grips p = 0.01, but not for precision p = 0.36).
3.4. Effective connectivity
We computed the evolution of effective connectivity of precision vs power
grips throughout the reaching and grasping for pre-motor, motor and parietal
regions. We selected three electrodes equally distributed over the scalp for
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Figure 5: Effective connectivity. Average differences between power and precision
grips. Arrow thickness indicates the strength of the connection. The precision grip always
exhibited larger connectivity than power grips. Each row represents one frequency band
(low and upper alpha, low and upper beta), and each column represents a time bin, from
-500 ms with steps of 100 ms. For the sake of simplicity, only frequency bands with
significant differences are reported (non-parametric permutation test, p < 0.05).

both hemispheres (F3/4, C3/4, and P3/4, see methods for details). Figure
5 shows the significantly differently activated networks for each frequency
band. No significant differences were found on delta, theta, nor gamma
frequency bands (non-parametric permutation tests, p > 0.05, corrected pvalue). Contrarily, significant differences were found in alpha and beta frequency bands, with most of the differences concentrated on upper alpha and
lower beta (p < 0.05). Differences between precision and power grips became
more evident as the grasping onset approached. In particular, we found a
stronger frontal to parietal activation for precision grips. Interestingly, this
interaction was not only intra-hemispheric (F3 to P3, F4 to P4) but also
inter-hemispheric (F3 to P4, F4 to P3). Additionally, the results revealed
a network coming from contra and ipsilateral frontal and parietal regions to
ipsilateral motor cortex.
4. Discussion
In this work, we have shown the existence of EEG discriminable patterns
in self-paced movements for two of the most common hand grasping types,
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power and precision grips. Statistically significant patterns were found at
the temporal, spectral and source levels, as well as at the network level via
effective connectivity. Importantly, we have shown how these two graspings
can be detected on a single-trial basis, with performances of around 70%.
4.1. Parietal activations
Results obtained by the inverse solution were in line to previous works
studying precision vs power grip activations with fMRI. Ehrsson et al. [11]
showed how precision grips required stronger activation over the ipsilateral
intraparietal sulcus (IPS), yet weaker activation over the contralateral central
sulcus and premotor cortex. We found similar patterned differences, where
upper-alpha and beta frequencies showed an increase in activation over the
ipsilateral Brodmann Area 39 (angular gyrus), which is bounded dorsally by
the IPS. Many studies have suggested that the anterior intraparietal area
(AIP) in monkeys and its human homologue (IPS), play a key role in graspspecific tasks [1, 9, 3], mainly by providing visuospatial information about
the intrinsic properties of the object [12, 34, 10].
Interestingly, different studies have consistently found that the degree of
activation of this region (from no activation, contralateral, to bilateral activation) correlates with the degree of fine control needed during the reachingand-grasping task. While reaching and pointing activated the IPS, grasping tasks activated it more strongly [14, 7]; peripheral-vision more than
central-vision reaching [35], and precision grasps showed a more bilateral
and stronger activation than power grasps [11, 12]. Our results showing an
increase in upper-alpha power for precision grasps, suggest an inhibition of
the ipsilateral parietal regions [36]. Such upper-alpha power increase have
been found when subjects inhibit movements [37] and related to lower cortical
excitability [38]. In particular, while lower alpha seems to be a non-specific
general movement correlate, upper alpha was shown to be more specific,
dissociating for example, hand from foot movements [39].
In a recent study, when subjects were asked to imagine a grasp depending
on the orientation of a cylinder, high demand trials led to a selective alpha
power increase in the ipsilateral cortex [40]. A follow-up study showed that
when applying transcranial alternating current stimulation at 10 Hz over the
ipsilateral sensorimotor cortices led to faster movement selection [41]. These
studies suggest that the alpha power increase we found in the ipsilateral
hemisphere for precision grasps could be related to the higher demands associated with these types of grasps and this, independently from movement
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parameters.
4.2. Temporal evolution
While recent works have pointed out the necessity of more finely grained
analyses on the spatio-temporal evolution of reaching and grasping correlates
[14, 15], there is still a lack of such knowledge due to the low temporal resolution or limited brain coverage of standard acquisition methods. We showed
how the temporal evolution of the broadband EEG resembles temporal patterns previously observed in ECoG recordings with humans [17] and in LFPs
with non-human primates [4]. A novel finding of the present work lies on the
spatio-temporal evolution of such activations, where the difference between
precision and power grips presented a complex pattern: During the early
pre-shaping phase (at roughly 500 ms before the grasping onset), precision
and power grasps differed in the activation over contra-lateral motor and
parietal cortices. As we approach the moment of the grasping onset, 100 ms
before the grasping onset, we found a difference over the medial pre-frontal
cortex and bilateral motor and parietal regions. Once the grasping was secured, activation dropped rapidly. These results further proved a distinctive
temporal activation pattern for each grasping type, as previously reported
in the aforementioned works. Whereas several fMRI studies have demonstrated that such areas were more activated during precision than power
grips [11, 8, 18], we show for the first time their activation and evolution
throughout the reaching-and-grasping task.
4.3. Cortical grasping network
EEG recordings allowed us to identify the brain networks with stronger
activation during precision versus power grips. Granger-causal connectivity between frontal, motor and parietal cortices revealed extensive interhemispheric differences in functional connectivity throughout the precisiongrasping pre-shaping of the hand. In line with the spectral and inverse analyses, these differences were mostly present in the upper-alpha and lower-beta
frequencies, as suggested previously [42]. Furthermore, most differences in
functional connectivity showed a frontal to parietal directionality, suggesting
a top-down process. The existence of such fronto-parietal network is widely
accepted (e.g. [43, 10]). Based on fMRI results, Grol et al. [8] proposed a
model with no frontal to parietal interactions during power vs precision grips,
but rather the grasping network was structured as visuo-parieto-premotormotor unidirectionally. On the other hand, more recent works have proposed
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the theory that online control and correction during visually-guided grasping
may activate opposite directionalities. Indeed, current opinions suggest that
IPS and the ventral premotor cortex (PMv) present recurrent feedback loops,
with the IPS performing iterative comparisons between an efference copy of
the motor command and the incoming sensory information to ensure that
the current reach and/or grasp is successfully executed [12, 15, 44, 45, 22].
Our results show a stronger frontal-to-parietal directionality suggestive of
a top-down influence of pre-frontal regions on parietal and motor cortices,
inline with the views of alpha and beta as representing top-down control
[36, 46, 23]. Moreover, these differences in connectivity occurred roughly
after the time with maximum grip aperture (−300 ms) [1]. Altogether, this
suggests that late stages of the precision grasps may require more fine motor control than the power grasps, thus the stronger interaction. Moreover,
stronger activations of IPS –as discussed before– could be associated to the
presence of such iterative cortico-cortical networks.
Noteworthy, this network is often interhemispheric. Other works have
already shown that precision grips activate bilaterally premotor, motor and
parietal regions [18], however have not studied the interaction among different
brain regions. In our work, the ipsilateral motor cortex seemed to be critical
during the period just before the grasping is secured. Although the exact
contribution of ipsilateral motor cortex is still disputed, it is thought that
it may contribute to finely tune the motor command originating from the
contralateral motor cortex in tasks requiring so via transcallosal influences
[47], with higher muscle selectivity implying stronger ipsilateral activations
[48]. Following this theory, and despite results obtained in this work have to
be considered with caution, a possible interpretation is that pre-motor and
parietal cortices may inform the ipsilateral motor cortex about fine aspects
of the motor task that needs to be executed.
4.4. Artifact contamination
Great care was taken to ensure that no muscular or electrooculographic
artifacts corrupted our recordings. Regarding ocular artifacts, subjects were
instructed to fixate their gaze to a cross in front of them and not to saccade towards the grasped object. Further removal of possibly remaining
ocular artifacts were removed using a linear regression algorithm which has
demonstrated its high performance in removing such activity [24] (see Supplementary Figure S3). As for muscular activity, subjects did not make large
head movements during the recording. Moreover, the differences found over
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parietal areas are unlikely to be related to muscular artifacts, as they are
well confined over temporal regions. Finally, the contamination due to these
artifacts tends to be present on higher frequencies [49]. These considerations, together with the anatomical plausibility of the activations found, lead
us to the conviction that EEG can be used as a tool for studying complex
reach-and-grasp tasks.
4.5. Implications on brain-machine interfaces
While the use of EEG for the decoding of motor correlates such as reaching intention [50, 51, 52] or directionality [53, 54] has been studied for a long
time, EEG-based decoding of other correlates such as grasping has received
less attention in the community. Although remarkable results have been obtained with fMRI [18], as well as with invasive recordings using LFP [4],
ECoG [17], and neural spiking rates [3], the works of Agashe et al. [20] and
Schwarz et al. [21] are among the few on EEG.
The present work demonstrates how two hand grasping types can be
decoded offline from EEG with accuracies close to 70%, using information
prior to the grasping onset, or 80% using also information after the onset. The
use of single-trial classification further validated the existence of differential
neural correlates of grasping types. An important remark on the findings of
this work is that, although statistical differences can be found at the group
level (e.g. 8 − 15 Hz increase in power as proved by the ERSP analysis),
this does not necessarily imply that they will be the ones leading to a higher
classification accuracy. Indeed, our work showed that highest performances
were obtained in the 1 − 6 Hz filtered EEG, due to the spatio-temporal
combination of different EEG channels and time points.
Similar findings on EEG-based classification have been made by previous
approaches. Using low-frequency EEG (below 1 Hz), Agashe et al. reported
closed-loop decoding of joint angles and movement synergies in grasping
tasks, with successful results in both healthy subjects and transradial amputees [20]. More recently, Schwarz et al further reported how different types
of grasping could be decoded in healthy subjects from low-frequency EEG
components (below 3 Hz) [21]. In our work, we corroborated those results obtained by previous approaches, however performing a battery of tests to find
the most discriminant frequency bands. Indeed, we showed that a broader
bandpass filter can be beneficial in terms of decoding performance.
Additional experiments will be needed to study the patterns generated by
imagined grasping movements and during online experiments. In this regard,
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Klaes et al. have shown the possibility of decoding imagined hand gestures
from the posterior parietal cortex from spiking rates [3]. Whether imagined
graspings can be decoded with EEG, however, is yet to be elucidated.
While targeting the development of a neuroprosthesis executing different
grasping types is attractive, these correlates will be insufficient to develop
an upper-limb prosthesis for reaching and grasping. The decoder presented
here should form part of a cascaded classifier with an earlier detection system
able to estimate grasping onsets from neural correlates. Importantly, recent
works have shown that such signals are present in EEG [55] and ECoG [6]. We
believe that an alternative neuroprosthetic framework, where an intelligent
controller integrates high-level motor correlates of reaching and grasping,
may be a possible alternative and has advantages with respect to classical
kinematic-based approaches, such as reliability and robustness due to the
inclusion of shared-control techniques [56, 57, 58].
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